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8.1 Introduction to Solid-State Lighting

Artificial illumination is a catalyst for development and improves the quality of
life, but it also consumes a large fraction of the world’s energy resources [1].
Lighting has been one of the earliest applications of electric power and today
utilizes approximately 20% of the world’s grid-based electricity production. The
inefficiency of existing light sources that waste most of the power they consume
is the reason for this large share. The worldwide demand for lighting is increasing
rapidly, in particular in the developing world, and is projected to compound its
strain on available energy sources. Therefore, there is a strong motivation for
improving the efficiency of light sources and mitigating their effect on worldwide
energy consumption and global climate change.
Historically, electric light bulbs have been of the incandescent type. Although

this technology was developed more than 100 years ago, it is still in use today.
Incandescent light bulbs operate by heating a tungsten wire in a vacuum bulb to
a temperature of 3500 K. As a result of resistive heating, the wire glows white
hot and emits a broad black-body radiation spectrum that covers the entire visible
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range. A variation is the halogen lamp, which contains a mix of halogen and
inert gases in the bulb. The halogen redeposits the evaporated tungsten back on
to the wire, which allows the bulb to operate at a higher temperature. However,
the efficiency of incandescent light bulbs is remarkably low, of the order of 5%,
and their lifetimes are typically on the order of a thousand hours. This is the main
reason why governments around the world are implementing legislation to phase
out incandescent light bulbs for general lighting in the near future.
Fluorescent light bulbs are a more efficient and long-lasting alternative, but they

also have their limitations. The light bulb is made of a fluorescent tube that con-
tains an inert gas and small amounts of mercury. As the electric current passes
through the gas, it excites the mercury atoms, causing them to emit ultraviolet
radiation, which gets converted to visible light by the tube’s fluorescent coating.
Fluorescent light bulbs have efficiencies of the order of 20% and typical life-
times of 10 000 hours. This is much better than for incandescent bulbs, but still
leaves considerable room for improvement. In addition, the mercury contained
in the light bulb poses a severe health hazard and needs to be safely recycled or
disposed.
Solid-state lighting based on light-emitting diodes (LEDs) is a promising recent

development and has the potential to reshape the lighting industry [2]. LEDs can
reach energy-conversion efficiencies exceeding 50%, significantly reducing the
energy cost of lighting. They can also achieve lifetimes as long as 50 000 hours,
therefore reducingmaintenance costs and the amount of electronic waste associated
with lighting, and do not contain toxic elements. LEDs have long found applications
as indicator lights, for example, in watches and calculators. Currently they are used
for display backlights in portable computers and cellphones, and are also available
for bicycle and car headlights. The total cost of ownership of LED bulbs is currently
comparable with that of fluorescent ones and their market share for general lighting
applications is increasing rapidly.
Semiconductors are the materials of choice for solid-state lighting applications

[3]. Light emission from a semiconductor was first observed in SiC in 1907. The
rapid developments in groups III–V compound semiconductor research in the 1960s
and 1970s led to the fabrication of efficient LEDs in the long-wavelength part of the
visible spectrum. However, white-light emission for lighting applications requires
LEDs emitting in the blue or violet part of the spectrum. Research efforts initially
focused on ZnSe, but defects in the material deteriorated the device performance
and limited their lifetimes. A breakthrough happened in the early 1990s, when
Shuji Nakamura developed the first viable blue LEDs based on group III nitrides
[4], which are the dominant short-wavelength LED materials to this day.
The major group III nitrides used for LEDs, namely AlN, GaN, and InN, have

been the subject of extensive research [5]. All three crystallize in the hexagonal
wurtzite structure with four atoms in the primitive unit cell. Their electronic band
gaps, which determine the light-emission wavelength, range from 6.2 eV for AlN
to 3.4 eV for GaN and 0.7 eV for InN. Therefore, alloying GaN with InN yields
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Figure 8.1 Schematic illustration of a typical nitride light-emitting diode. The active region,
consisting of InGaN quantum wells and GaN barriers, is sandwiched between the n- and
p-type GaN layers. The device is usually grown on top of a foreign substrate, typically sapphire
or SiC.

a material with a direct band gap that is tunable in the entire visible range—a
remarkable property that cannot be achieved with any other materials system at
the moment. Doping GaN with Si and Mg yields n- and p-type-doped materials,
respectively, that can be used for the fabrication of diodes.
A typical LED structure is shown in Figure 8.1. Bulk nitrides are difficult to

fabricate, so devices are usually grown on a foreign substrate, typically sapphire
(Al2O3) or SiC. The n-type Si:GaN layer is deposited first, followed by the growth
of InGaN quantum wells and GaN barriers, and finally the p-type Mg:GaN layer.
Not shown in Figure 8.1 are the transparent oxide top contact and the AlGaN
electron-blocking layer that is commonly employed to enhance electron capture
in the quantum wells. Connecting the device to a power source injects electrons
and holes from the adjacent doping layers into the quantum wells, where they
recombine and produce light at the wavelength corresponding to the band gap of
the alloy material.
There are several approaches to achieve white-light emission appropriate for

indoor lighting applications with nitride LEDs [2]. The simplest approach is to
combine a blue LEDwith a yellow phosphor coating, which downconverts the high-
energy blue photons to other visible wavelengths and produces a broad emission
spectrum. However, the color quality that can be achieved with this approach is
limited. Combining an ultraviolet LED with a mix of phosphors produces white
light more suitable for indoor use but is less efficient. Another approach is to
combine three or more LEDs of different colors, which is the best option for
efficiency and color quality but comes at a higher cost.
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The growth of nitride LEDs along nonpolar or semipolar crystallographic direc-
tions is a recent development that can improve the efficiency of devices and is a
subject of active research [6]. Nitride LEDs are typically grown along the (0001)
crystallographic direction of the hexagonal wurtzite structure, also known as the
c-axis orientation. The nitride materials, however, are polar along this axis and,
as a result of strained growth as well as spontaneous polarization, strong internal
electric fields develop inside the InGaN quantum wells. These polarization fields
keep the injected electrons and holes spatially separated and impede their effi-
cient recombination, which affects the device efficiency. Different crystallographic
growth orientations, however, can produce devices with reduced or even zero inter-
nal polarization fields, a fact that can substantially enhance their performance.
The study of nitride materials for light emission is a highly active research

area with strong growth prospects. Current research focuses on improving the
efficiency and reducing the cost of LEDs in order to deliver affordable light bulbs
that can replace the existing solutions for general lighting. Growth of semipolar
and nonpolar devices offers additional control over the device properties and is a
promising area for new developments. Moreover, novel light-emitting devices have
been fabricated based on even smaller nitride nanostructures, such as nanowires
[7] or quantum dots [8]. These new developments guarantee that research interest
in the field of nitride materials will remain strong.
First-principles computational approaches based on density-functional and

many-body perturbation theory, introduced in Chapter 1, are a powerful tool set
that has complemented and guided the experimental research efforts on nitride
materials for LEDs. These methods yield equilibrium crystal structures of materi-
als accurate to within 1% as well as accurate electronic properties, such as band
gaps and carrier effective masses. In addition, these first-principles methods can
be employed to understand and predict the properties of defects that are crucial for
optoelectronic performance and device longevity. Finally, the radiative efficiency
and the origin of the nonradiative losses in LEDs can be investigated and under-
stood based on the results of theoretical calculations. In the following, we will
present the corresponding computational methodology, along with specific results
for group III nitrides used for solid-state lighting. These examples highlight the
importance and predictive power of first-principles computational techniques for
the study of technologically important materials and the performance of modern
optoelectronic devices.

8.2 Structure and Electronic Properties of Nitride Materials

8.2.1 Density Functional Theory and Ground-State Properties

The most widely used computational method for electronic structure studies of
materials properties is density functional theory (DFT, Section 1.3.3 and [9]). The
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central quantity of the theory is the total energy Etot[n], which is a functional of
the electron density n(r) and attains its minimum at the exact ground-state density.
Using the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the functional for the electronic
energy can be divided into different contributions:

Etot[n] = Ts[n]+ Eext[n]+ EH[n]+ Exc[n], (8.1)

where Ts[n] is the noninteracting kinetic energy, Eext[n] is the potential energy due
to interaction with the ions, EH[n] is the classical electrostatic interaction (Hartree)
term, and Exc[n] is the exchange–correlation energy.
Since the exact form of the exchange–correlation functional, which contains

all the complexity of the quantum many-body interactions, is unknown, suitable
approximations have to be found for practical calculations. Common approxima-
tions are the local density approximation (LDA), which is based on the correlation
energy of the electron gas calculated with quantum Monte Carlo [10], or the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA), which includes higher order gradient cor-
rections [11]. Recent developments include the incorporation of exact exchange in
the so-called hybrid functionals, which mix LDA or GGAwith exact Hartree–Fock
exchange. More advanced functionals combine exact exchange with correlation in
the random phase approximation (RPA) [12, 13]. The exact-exchange energy can-
cels the spurious self-interaction error present in the Hartree term exactly, while
the RPA correlation energy is fully nonlocal and accurately includes long-range
van der Waals interactions.
Practical DFT calculations typically proceed in the context of Kohn–Sham the-

ory, which maps the real system of interacting particles onto a fictitious system of
noninteracting particles that have the same ground-state electron density and total
energy as the real one. The Kohn–Sham equation that describes the motion of these
noninteracting particles in the effective Kohn–Sham potential vKS[n](r ) is[

−�
2∇2

2m
+ vKS[n](r )

]
ϕi (r ) = εiϕi (r ), (8.2)

where εi and ϕi (r ) are, respectively, the energy eigenvalues and wavefunctions of
the Kohn–Sham orbitals. TheKohn–Sham potential is a local potential that depends
on the density and is given by

vKS[n](r ) = vext(r )+ vH[n](r )+ vxc[n](r ),

where vext(r ) is the applied external potential (e.g., the potential of the ions),
vH[n](r ) is the Hartree term, and vxc[n](r ) is the exchange–correlation potential.

The electron density of theKohn–Sham system, n(r ) =
occ∑

i
|ϕi (r )|2 ,which comes

from the solution of (8.2) is then inserted in (8.1) to yield the total energy of the
electron system. The energy in (8.1) depends parametrically on the position of the
nuclei. These can then subsequently be optimized tominimize the total energy. This
yields equilibrium lattice parameters and atomic geometries, while the curvature
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Table 8.1 Equilibrium lattice parameters (a, c, and u) and bulk modulus (B) of the
wurtzite-structured nitride materials used for solid-state lighting devices, as calculated with
various exchange–correlation functionals within the DFT and measured by experiment
([14,15] and references therein)

Material Method a/Å c/Å c/a u B/Mbar

AlN Theory, LDA 3.057 4.943 1.617 0.3802 2.09
Theory, GGA 3.113 5.041 1.619 0.3798 1.92
Theory, HSE 3.102 4.971 1.606 0.3819 –
Experiment 3.111 4.978 1.601 0.385 1.85–2.12

GaN Theory, LDA 3.193 5.218 1.634 0.376 2.02
Theory, GGA 3.245 5.296 1.632 0.3762 1.72
Theory, HSE 3.182 5.173 1.626 0.3772 –
Experiment 3.180 5.166 1.624 0.375 1.88–2.45

InN Theory, LDA 3.544 5.762 1.626 0.377 1.40
Theory, GGA 3.614 5.884 1.628 0.377 1.161
Theory, HSE 3.548 5.751 1.621 0.3796 –
Experiment 3.533 5.693 1.611 0.375 1.25

of the energy-versus-volume curve provides the bulk modulus of the material. In
general, structural parameters calculated within DFT are quite accurate and usually
lie within a small percentage of their corresponding experimental values.
DFT within the LDA or GGA for the exchange–correlation functional provides

accurate structural properties for the nitride materials [14]. The lattice parameters
of the wurtzite crystal structure for AlN, GaN, and InN are listed in Table 8.1. The
calculated results are in good agreement with experiment and the deviations are
on the order of the typical 1% error of these functionals. The structural parameters
obtained from more advanced hybrid functionals, such as Heyd, Scuseria, and
Ernzehof (HSE) discussed later in Section 8.2.3, are in even better agreement with
experiment than LDA or GGA.

8.2.2 Electronic Excitations: GW and Exact Exchange

The computational description of electronic excitations was introduced in Chap-
ter 2; however, we will approach the problem from a complementary point of view.
Although DFT performs exceptionally well in predicting the ground-state proper-
ties of materials, it fails to accurately describe properties that involve electronic
excitations. In contrast to the electron density and total energy, which represent the
exact properties of the interacting system, the Kohn–Sham eigenvalues in (8.2) are
primarily mathematical constructs that do not formally correspond to excitations of
the real system. In practice, however, they are a good zeroth-order approximation
[16] to the quasi-particle energies as measured in direct and inverse photoemis-
sion and are therefore frequently used to describe the band structure of materials.
The most prominent deficiency of Kohn–Sham band structures is the significant
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underestimation (in LDA and GGA typically by 50%) of band gaps. This error
is a feature of the Kohn–Sham approach [17, 18] and arises even if the exact
exchange–correlation potential is used.
As introduced in Chapters 1 and 2, many-body perturbation theory within the

GW approximation for the self-energy operator can formally account for electronic
excitations and is themethod of choice for calculating quasi-particle band structures
in solids [19–26]. Within many-body perturbation theory, the band structure of a
material is given by the solution of the quasi-particle equation:[

−�
2∇2

2m
+ vext(r )+ vH[n](r )

]
ψi (r )+

∫
�(r, r ′; εQPi )ψi (r

′)dr ′ = ε
QP
i ψi (r ),

where �(r, r ′; ε) is the self-energy operator. The self-energy is a non-Hermitian,
non-local, and energy-dependent operator that contains all the complexity of
exchange and correlation of the many-electron system. The GW approximation
consists of expanding the self-energy operator in terms of Feynman diagrams with
respect to the screened Coulomb interaction and keeping only the first-order term:

� ≈ �GW = iGW,

where G is the Green’s function and W the screened Coulomb interaction. The
dielectric function ε(r, r ′;ω) needed to describe the screened interaction between
charge carriers at r and r ′ is then givenwithin the RPA. In order to properly describe
screening in semiconductors, it is important to account for local field effects, that
is, the explicit dependence on r and r ′, as well as the frequency dependence of
the dielectric function. The calculation of the dielectric function makes the GW
approach computationally very demanding, and several computational techniques
and approximations have been developed to make these calculations tractable [26].
Band structure studieswithin theGWmethod usually start with aDFT calculation

for the ground-state properties and proceed by applying the self-energy operator as
a first-order perturbation to the Kohn–Sham system. The Green’s function and the
screened interaction are calculated from the Kohn–Sham orbitals and eigenvalues.
The quasi-particle energies ε

QP
i are given by the following perturbation theory

expression in terms of matrix elements of the self-energy operator and exchange–
correlation potential with respect to the Kohn–Sham orbitals:

ε
QP
i = εi +

〈
ϕi

∣∣∣�GW(ε
QP
i )− vxc

∣∣∣ ϕi

〉
.

The quasi-particle wavefunctions ψi can be calculated in terms of the Kohn–Sham
states by diagonalizing the full self-energymatrix, including off-diagonal elements.
However, in sp-bonded solids, the Kohn–Sham orbitals typically differ by less than
0.1% from the corresponding quasi-particle wavefunctions and can therefore be
taken as a very good approximation for the latter [27]. The quasi-particle energies
and wavefunctions could in principle also be used to update the Green’s function
and the screening until self-consistency is achieved. A more detailed discussion
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of quasi-particle wavefunctions and the advantages and disadvantages of self-
consistency would go beyond the scope of this chapter and we refer the interested
reader to the literature [21, 22, 24, 26]. GW calculations for bulk materials are
therefore usually performed as a one-shot correction, a procedure denoted G0W0.
Although LDA and GGA are most commonly used as the starting point for

G0W0 in solids [20–22], orbital-dependent functionals [16] may provide a better
description for certainmaterials. For example, ground-state functionals that address
the self-interaction error of DFT have proven to be particularly advantageous for
materials with d and f electrons [24, 28–30]. For the nitrides this becomes most
apparent for the band gap of InN, for which LDA and GGA result in an overlap
between the conduction and the valence bands and thus an effectively metallic
state [31, 32]. A parametrization derived from such a band structure would not
appropriately reflect the properties of bulk InN.
Orbital-dependent functionals have been used as the starting point of G0W0

calculations for group III nitrides and yield good agreement with experiment. In
this context, the optimized effective potential approach applied to exact-exchange
(OEPx) produces the variationally best local potential to the nonlocal Fock operator
[33]. In OEPx(cLDA) standard LDA correlation is added to OEPx. Unlike in LDA
and GGA, the self-interaction error in OEPx(cLDA) is greatly reduced (OEPx is
fully self-interaction free) and correctly predicts InN to be semiconducting with
the right band ordering in the wurtzite phase [34, 35]. Combining OEPx(cLDA)
with G0W0, G0W0@OEPx(cLDA), yields band gaps for groups II and VI com-
pounds, Ge, ScN, and group III nitrides that agree to better than 0.3 eV with
experiment (Table 8.2) [24,25, 32, 35, 36]. This is currently the best accuracy one
can expect from a state-of-the-art first-principles theory that does not rely on fitting
parameters.
The shallow cation semicore d levels of nitride materials strongly affect the

calculated electronic structure [37]. First-principles approaches typically make
use of pseudopotentials to describe the interaction between electrons and ions.
The pseudopotential approximation significantly reduces the computational cost
of plane-wave calculations because it freezes the inner shell electrons in the core
and reduces the number of Fourier components needed to describe the resulting
smooth valence wavefunctions. However, core-polarization effects are important

Table 8.2 Band gaps of group III nitride materials as calculated with DFT and GW [15, 24]
and measured by experiment

Material LDA HSE OEPx(cLDA) G0W0@OEPx(cLDA) Experiment

AlN 4.29 5.64 5.73 6.47 6.0–6.3
GaN 1.78 3.24 3.15 3.24 3.5
InN – 0.68 1.00 0.69 0.65

All values are in eV.
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Figure 8.2 Electronic band structure of (a) AlN, (b) GaN, and (c) InN as calculated with
G0W0@OEPx(cLDA) (symbols) and parameterized with a k · p Hamiltonian (lines).

for materials with shallow d levels, such as group III nitrides. GW calculations
starting from LDA for systems with semicore d electrons in general show poor
agreement with experiment, unless the s and p orbitals of the semicore d shell are
also treated explicitly in the valence [37, 38]. This accounts for the polarization
of the ionic cores, but the strong spatial localization of these semicore orbitals
substantially increases the cost of plane-wave calculations. On the other hand,
pseudopotentials calculated with the OEPx(cLDA) method properly account for
the exchange interaction between the localized semicore orbitals and allow the
semicore s and p states to be frozen in the pseudopotential core [24, 25].
The electronic structure near the band edges determines the carrier effective

masses and hence the performance of optoelectronic devices. GW calculations
can also determine the band parameters of nitrides that can be used in device
simulations. TheG0W0@OEPx(cLDA) band structures of group III nitrides near the
band edges are shown in Figure 8.2 [32]. A single state forms the lowest conduction
band, but the top of the valence band involves three states—two degenerate heavy-
and light-hole bands, and the crystal-field-split level. While the bands are parabolic
near the � point, nonparabolicities develop away from � in particular for InN.
The calculated crystal-field splittings and carrier effective masses are also in good
agreement with available experimental data [15, 32].
Materials parameters can be derived from first-principles electronic structure

methods for bulk phases, but the size and complexity of structures required for
device simulations currently exceeds the capabilities of first-principles electronic
structure tools. To bridge this gap, first-principles calculations can be used to
parameterize simplifiedmethods such as the k · p approach [39]. This methodology
can then easily be implemented in device simulation software to determine the band
structure as a function of position and operating conditions for the complex layered
heterostructures used in modern optoelectronic devices. Figure 8.2 displays the
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band structures of group III nitrides in the vicinity of the � point as determined
by a 4× 4 k · p model. The band dispersion parameters of the model have been
fitted to the G0W0@OEPx(cLDA) bands for the corresponding material [32], and
capture both the nonparabolicity of the conduction band and the complexity of the
valence band structure. This consistent set of band parameters can in turn be used
to model the electronic properties of nitride alloys, for example, by interpolating
from the pure phases.

8.2.3 Electronic Excitations: Hybrid Functionals

Another method that can simultaneously yield reliable structural and electronic
properties of nitride semiconductors is hybrid density functional theory. Hybrid
functionals mix the usual local exchange potentials, such as LDA or GGA, with
the exact nonlocal Hartree–Fock exchange potential, while correlation is described
within the LDA or GGA. This approach originated in quantum chemistry, and
in particular the B3LYP functional, which combines Becke’s exchange functional
(B3) with Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP) correlation, has been quite successful in
describing structural properties and energetics of molecules [40]. Range-separated
hybrid functionals can be used to study bulk semiconductors by introducing a
screening length, as proposed by Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzehof (HSE) [41,42]. The
HSE functional divides the exchange energy into a short- and a long-range part.
The short-range part mixes the GGA exchange of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE) [11] with Hartree–Fock exchange in a 3:1 ratio. The long-range exchange-
correlation potential is described by the PBE functional. The additional computa-
tional cost involvedwith HSE calculations, compared to themore usual functionals,
stems from the calculation of four-center integrals for the Hartree–Fock potential,
and typical HSE runs require at least an order of magnitude, more computational
resources than standard DFT calculations.
Hybrid functionals produce accurate structural parameters while significantly

reducing the band-gap error of local and semilocal DFT functionals. The equilib-
rium lattice parameters for group III nitrides as obtained with HSE are in better
agreement with experiment than the corresponding LDA or GGA values, as shown
in Table 8.1 [15]. In addition, the electronic band gaps calculated with HSE are
in much better agreement with experiment than LDA or GGA and of comparable
accuracy to G0W0@OEPx(cLDA) (Table 8.2). Hybrid functional calculations are
thus a powerful technique that can simultaneously yield accurate structural and
electronic properties for group III nitrides.

8.2.4 Band-gap Bowing and Band Alignments

Band structure calculations using the HSE hybrid functional have been performed
to investigate the band-gap bowing of InGaN alloys [43]. When GaN with a band
gap of 3.24 eV is alloyed with InN with a band gap of 0.68 eV, an alloy forms
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that can have a gap value anywhere between these two extremes. The equation that
determines the alloy band gap is

Eg(InxGa1−xN) = (1− x)EGaNg + x E InNg − bx(1− x),

where the first two terms represent the linear average between the two extrema
(Vegard’s law), while the nonlinear term expresses the band-gap bowing. The
nonlinear behavior originates from composition fluctuations due to the statistical
randomness in cation-site occupation either by In or Ga. The randomness leads
to fluctuations of the local electrostatic potential arising from the different atomic
potentials as well as to variations of the local microscopic structure (bond lengths
and angles). The bowing parameter b quantifies the impact of these two effects on
the band gap. HSE calculations have been employed to determine the band gaps
of random InGaN alloy supercells of varying composition. The calculations reveal
a strong band-gap bowing, which depends on In composition. The value of b is
1.10 eV if a single bowing parameter is used for the entire alloy range. There is,
however, stronger bowing at low In content, that is, the regime usually employed
for optoelectronic devices, and the bowing parameter is b = 2.29 eV at x = 6.125%
and b = 1.79 eV at x = 12.5%.
The band alignment between two different nitride materials, which is important

for the operation of optoelectronic devices, can also be determined with hybrid
functionals [43]. The natural band alignments between different nitrides are refer-
enced to the vacuum level and reflect the relative band arrangement of the unstrained
materials. These can be derived from separate bulk and surface calculations. The
positions of the valence and conduction bands can be calculated with respect to
the average electrostatic potential in the material from bulk calculations, while the
alignment of the electrostatic potential relative to the vacuum level can be deter-
mined from a surface calculation in a nonpolar slab geometry. The calculations
reveal that the valence band offset between GaN and InN is 0.62 eV, in good agree-
ment with experiment, and varies linearly with alloy composition, while most of
the band-gap bowing is manifested in the conduction band. This is expected since
the valence band is composed of N orbitals, while the conduction band consists
of randomly ordered cation orbitals. The natural band alignments account for bulk
effects but do not consider the effect of interfaces between the two materials, which
can be sizeable and must be studied explicitly for each specific interface geometry.

8.2.5 Strain and Deformation Potentials

One effect of the interface between dissimilar nitride materials, such as the InGaN
quantum wells grown between GaN layers in heterostructures, is the development
of strain. Vegard’s law predicts that the equilibrium lattice constant of the alloy
will be at a linearly interpolated value between the two extreme phases and will
in general be different from either of them. As a result, nitride alloy layers that
are pseudomorphically grown on GaN will be strained, which will affect their
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electronic properties. Strain changes the absolute position of the valence and con-
duction band extrema and hence modifies the quantum well depth and confinement
of electrons and holes in the active region [44]. It also induces piezoelectric polar-
ization, which greatly lowers the electron–hole overlap and hence the radiative
recombination rate in quantum wells [45]. In addition, biaxial strain modifies the
details of the valence band structure of nitride alloys in c-plane InGaN/GaN devices
and changes the transition energies and effective masses of carriers [46]. Finally,
biaxial strain in nonpolar and semipolar quantum wells drastically modifies the
subband structure and wavefunction characteristics and can induce polarized light
emission [47].
The effects of strain on the band structure of group III nitrides can be described by

deformation potentials, defined as the linear coefficient in the expansion of the band
energies with respect to strain. The concept of deformation potentials originates
from k · p perturbation theory [48]. In this approach, the lowest conduction and
topmost three valence bands are the eigenstates of an 8 × 8 Hamiltonian. The
effects of a strain perturbation are described by two conduction band (act and acz)
and six valence band deformation potentials (D1 toD6). The deformation potentials
acz, D1, and D3 are related to strain in the c-plane (ε⊥ = εxx + εyy), while act, D2,
and D4 are related to the out-of-plane component (ε‖ = εzz). The deformation
potential D5 determines the effect of anisotropic in-plane strain

∣∣εxx − εyy

∣∣ on the
band structure, especially the splitting of the heavy- and light-hole valence bands,
and the D6 component accounts for shear strain (εxy , εxz , and εyz) in semipolar
nitride materials.
The experimental determination of deformation potentials is difficult. The mea-

sured data for GaN are scattered over a wide range of values, while for InN only one
set of measured data have been reported so far [49]. For AlN no data are available
yet. Most of the experimental data so far have been obtained by measuring the
change of optical transition energies under biaxial stress induced by the c-plane
substrate. However, uniaxial and biaxial stress cannot be applied separately, and
hence a combination of several deformation potentials results. The quasi-cubic
approximation is then applied to extract the deformation potentials from the com-
bined data. Another experimental approach is to carry out optical measurements
under uniaxial stress. The advantage of this approach is that various strain condi-
tions can be applied without having to resort to the quasi-cubic approximation. This
technique has produced a complete set of deformation potentials for GaN [50].
A consistent set of deformation potentials for group III nitrides can be obtained

from first-principles calculations [51, 52]. The band structure of each material is
calculated within LDA, GGA, or HSE for the corresponding relaxed crystal struc-
ture under various applied strain conditions. In particular, the internal structural
parameter u sensitively affects the magnitude of the crystal field splitting and must
be fully relaxed. The deformation potentials obtained by fitting the analytical k · p
eigenenergies to the calculated band structures at the � point are listed in Table 8.3
and compared to experiment. The band-gap-related deformation potentials
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Table 8.3 Deformation potentials for group III nitrides as calculated with various
first-principles methods and measured by experiment

Method acz − D1 act − D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

AlN LDA −3.44 −11.39 8.97 −3.95 −3.36 –
GGA −3.39 −11.38 9.12 −4.01 −3.37 –
HSE −4.21 −12.07 9.22 −3.74 −3.30 −4.49

GaN LDA −4.56 −8.03 5.61 −3.03 −2.94 –
GGA −4.46 −8.08 5.83 −2.98 −3.13 –
HSE −6.02 −8.98 5.45 −2.97 −2.87 −3.95
GW −5.49 −8.84 5.80 −3.10 – –
Experiment −9.6 to

−3.1
−11.8 to
−8.1

1.4 to
8.2

−4.1 to
−0.7

−4.7 to
−2.4

–

InN HSE −3.64 −4.58 2.68 −1.78 −2.07 −3.02

All values are in eV.

(acz − D1 and act − D2) for GaN and AlN calculated with LDA and GGA agree
with each other but appreciably deviate from the HSE results. This discrepancy has
been attributed to the band-gap problem of these functionals. For InN, the negative
band gap predicted by the same functionals inhibits the determination of deforma-
tion potentials. In contrast, first-principles approaches that account for corrections
to the band gap, such as HSE andG0W0@OEPx(cLDA), give accurate deformation
potentials for group III nitrides. Cross-checks show that the deformation potentials
of GaN obtained with HSE are in good agreement with G0W0@OEPx(cLDA)
calculations (Table 8.3), which validates the reliability of the HSE approach in
studying strain effects in nitride materials. It has been found that the transition
energies depend nonlinearly on the lattice parameters, hence the equilibrium lattice
parameters around which the linear expansion is constructed significantly affect
the deformation potentials. The set of deformation potentials presented in Table 8.3
was therefore obtained by constraining the strain range to realistic conditions in
the linear regime around the experimental lattice parameters.
A complete set of deformation potentials constitutes essential input for the

modeling of nitride optoelectronic devices. It allows the prediction of subband
structures under realistic strain conditions especially for light-emitting devices
grown along nonpolar or semipolar crystallographic directions, for which the
strain is more complicated compared to c-plane devices and crucial for the device
performance.

8.3 Defects in Nitride Materials

Point defects and impurity atoms can strongly affect the properties of materials and
the performance of optoelectronic devices. The intentional addition of donor and
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acceptor atoms to semiconductors yields n- and p-type doped materials, respec-
tively, that are necessary for the fabrication of diodes. However, the free carrier
density that can be achieved by doping is limited by compensating defects that spon-
taneously form at high doping concentrations. Moreover, certain materials exhibit
unintentional doping due to either intrinsic defects or unintentional incorporation
of foreign impurity atoms. In addition, defects mediate nonradiative recombination
and loss in optoelectronic devices and cause device degradation. These examples
highlight the need to study defects inmaterials and understand their effect on device
performance.

8.3.1 Methodology

First-principles methods based on DFT have already been successful in the study
of defects in semiconductors and insulators [53], but the band-gap error limits the
predictive power of the commonly used functionals. The severe underestimation
of band gaps by LDA and GGA may introduce large errors in calculated defect
formation energies (and, thus, defect concentrations), transition levels, and optical
and emission energies associated with defects or impurities. A predictive theory to
describe defects must therefore incorporate an accurate treatment of excited-state
materials properties.
Recent developments in hybrid functionals have led to great improvements over

the traditional DFT approaches for the study of defects [54]. As discussed in
Section 8.2.2, hybrid functionals such as HSE [41, 42] significantly improve the
description of band gaps, and therefore, aid in the investigation of basic electronic
properties of host semiconductors and the electronic and structural properties of
defects and impurities. Themain advantage of hybrid functionals over other excited-
state methods, such as the GW approach, is that hybrid functionals also provide
accurate total energies and atomic forces. These quantities are essential for calcu-
lating formation energies and lattice relaxations associated with defects, impurities,
interfaces, and surfaces.
The HSE functional describes the band gaps with great accuracy for many

semiconductor materials [55], but it may still lead to band gaps noticeably smaller
than experimental values for some wide band-gap semiconductors and insulators
if used with the standard mixing parameter of 25% (GGA exchange mixed with
Hartree–Fock in a 3 : 1 ratio). In these cases, band-gap values can be brought
into closer agreement with experiment by increasing the mixing parameter beyond
the standard 25% value [56–58]. It has been shown that the mixing parameter
that reproduces the experimental band-gap value also predicts defect levels that
quantitatively agree with experimental observations [58,59].
Isolated defects and impurities are typically calculated using the supercell

approach, in which the defect is created in a section of the material that is period-
ically repeated in three spatial directions. Supercell calculations containing up to
thousands of atoms are nowadays achievable within LDA and GGA, but present
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computational resources limit HSE calculations to a few hundred atoms. These
methods can compute total energies and forces for a solid containing an isolated
defect or impurity, and can fully take into account atomic relaxations around the
lattice imperfection.
The formation energy is the key quantity that determines the stability and con-

centration of defects in the dilute limit, that is, when defect–defect interactions are
negligible. The formation energy of a defectD in charge state q is defined as a total
energy difference and is given by [53]

E f (Dq) = Etot(D
q)− Etot(host)+

∑
nXμX + qεF ,

where Etot(Dq) and Etot(host) are total energies calculated for supercells containing
the defect in charge state q and the perfect host crystal, respectively, nX is the number
of atoms of species X that were removed from the crystal to form the defect, and
μX is the chemical potential of the species X reservoir. In the case of a nitrogen
vacancy in GaN, for example, X is nitrogen and nX = +1. The chemical potential
for species X is conventionally referenced to the energy per atom of the standard
phase of the element. It is bound by the stability condition of the host and the
requirement of avoiding the formation of secondary phases. In the case of GaN,
μN is referenced to the total energy of an isolated N2 molecule, and must satisfy
the following condition:

μN + μGa = �H f (GaN),

where�H f (GaN) is the formation enthalpy of GaN [53]. Charged defect calcula-
tions, for which q �= 0, involve the exchange of one or more electrons with an elec-
tron reservoir. The chemical potential of the reservoir is the Fermi level εF , which
is conventionally referenced to the valence band maximum of the host. In practical
calculations, the valence band maximum is referenced to the averaged electrostatic
potential, rendering it necessary to align the average potentials in the host and
the defect-containing supercell. Additional corrections are necessary to correct for
finite-size effects in charged defect supercells. Calculations that employ periodic
boundary conditions represent the charged defect as an infinite array of charges
in a uniform neutralizing background. The interactions between defects in neigh-
boring supercells can lead to errors on the order of 1 eV in the formation energy
of defects, especially for highly charged defects (|q| > 2). Several approaches
have been developed to correct for interactions between defects in neighboring
supercells [60,61]. The most straightforward, but computationally expensive, is to
perform calculations for progressively increasing supercell sizes and extrapolate
the results to infinite limit. A more rigorous approach for performing charge-state
corrections, based on an exact treatment of the electrostatic problem, has recently
been proposed [62], circumventing the need to perform calculations for various
supercell sizes.
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Figure 8.3 Calculated configuration–coordinate diagram for the CN impurity in GaN using the
HSE hybrid functional [59]. The optical absorption by the negatively charged defect has a zero
phonon line at 2.60 eV and a peak at 2.95 eV. The emission process (C0

N + e → C−
N + �ω) has

a zero-phonon line at 2.60 eV and a peak at 2.14 eV, in the yellow part of the visible spectrum.

The electrical activity of defects, which determines for instance whether a defect
is a deep or shallow donor or acceptor, is defined by the position of transition levels
relative to the band edges. The thermodynamic transition levels of a defect can be
derived from formation energies [53]:

ε(q/q ′) = E f (Dq)− E f (Dq ′
)

q ′ − q
.

For Fermi-level values below the transition level ε(q/q ′) the defect is stable in
charge state q, while for values above the transition level it is stable in charge state
q ′. The difference between thermodynamic and optical transition levels of defects is
that the former involve local lattice relaxations while the latter do not. The optical
transition levels are associated with optical absorption and luminescence. Since
optical transitions occur instantaneously compared to the time scale associated with
lattice relaxations, they can be represented with vertical lines in a configuration–
coordinate diagram (Figure 8.3). The optical transition energy between two charge
states is the difference in formation energies of the corresponding charged defects
calculated at the initial-state lattice geometry. It is also necessary to specify whether
during the optical transition the defect exchanges electrons with the valence or with
the conduction band. If the transition involves placing an electron in the conduction
band, the Fermi level εF is taken at the conduction band minimum, while if a hole
is lifted from the valence band to the defect level, then the Fermi level is placed at
the top of the valence band.

8.3.2 Example: C in GaN

The carbon impurity in GaN presents an example of application of first-principles
techniques to study defects and impurities in the nitride materials. The role of
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C in GaN has been put under scrutiny since the early explorations of GaN for
LEDs. Ion implantation with various elements demonstrated that C was associated
with yellow luminescence in GaN [63]. However, the microscopic structure of
the C impurity—whether it was substituting for a Ga or a N atom or sitting on an
interstitial site, or possibly associated with a point defect—remained inconclusive
[64, 65]. Based on atomic size and valence considerations, it was thought that C
substituting on the N site (CN) would act as a shallow acceptor in GaN [66, 67],
yet no experimental evidence of p-type GaN using C as an acceptor exists.
Intentional C doping actually leads to semi-insulating GaN layers, which are used
in AlGaN/GaN heterojunction field-effect transistors [68]. The semi-insulating
behavior was tentatively explained by the incorporation of the CN acceptor and
the CGa donor in equal concentrations [68, 69].
First-principles calculations employing hybrid functionals provide an accurate

description of C impurities in GaN and can explain all the experimental observa-
tions, including the source of the yellow luminescence. Previous DFT-LDA/GGA
calculations found CN to be a shallow acceptor with a transition level in the range of
200–300 meV [69–72]. The band-gap error in LDA/GGA calculations introduces
large errors in the calculated transition levels, precluding definite conclusions on
the exact position of the C acceptor level with respect to the valence band. In addi-
tion, hole localization tends to be underestimated in LDA or GGA, a problem that
is also alleviated by the use of a hybrid functional [73]. Calculations employing
the HSE hybrid functional [59] show that C is likely to incorporate on the N site
and gives rise to an acceptor ε(0/–) level located at 0.90 eV above the valence
band maximum (Figure 8.4). C substituting on the Ga site (CGa) acts as a shallow
donor, in accord with previous results [72, 74]. These results indicate that CN itself
can explain the semi-insulating behavior of C-doped GaN without the necessity of
invoking equal incorporation of CN acceptors and CGa donors.
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Figure 8.4 Calculated formation energy versus Fermi level for the C impurity in GaN under
Ga-rich conditions using the HSE hybrid functional [59]. The transition level ε(0/−) for the CN

acceptor is indicated.
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The HSE-calculated optical transition levels of the CN acceptor in GaN are
represented in the configuration–coordinate diagram in Figure 8.3. An absorption
peak at 2.95 eV is predicted for the optical transition from the negatively charged
acceptor to the conduction band (C−

N + �ω → C0N + e). The inverse process (C0N +
e → C−

N + �ω) exhibits an emission peak at 2.14 eV, which is in the yellow part
of the visible spectrum. The difference between absorption and emission energies
originates from the large differences in local lattice relaxations around CN in the
negative and neutral charge states. These results indicate that CN can explain both
the semi-insulating behavior of C-doped GaN and the yellow luminescence.

8.4 Auger Recombination and Efficiency Droop Problem
of Nitride LEDs

8.4.1 Efficiency Droop

The peak efficiencies of nitride LEDs far exceed those of incandescent and flu-
orescent light bulbs. However, the remarkable efficiency of LEDs decreases dra-
matically when they are operating at the high power that general lighting requires
(Figure 8.5). This phenomenon is called efficiency droop and is a universal feature
of nitride LEDs [75]. Moreover, droop becomes progressively worse for devices
operating at longer wavelengths, an effect known as the green gap problem. This
efficiency loss limits the light output power and increases the operating cost of
LEDs. To compensate for the light output reduction, more individual LEDs per
light bulb need to be employed, which increases the total cost. The efficiency
droop problem prevents LED light bulbs from taking over the lighting market.
Hence, there is a strong incentive to understand its origin and devise engineering
solutions to mitigate its impact.
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Figure 8.5 Typical internal quantum efficiency versus injected current density for a nitride
LED. The curve is generated from representative experimental data [76]. The efficiency exhibits
a peak at low current but decreases dramatically at the high power needed for lighting.
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Several loss mechanisms have been proposed as the origin of the droop, but the
topic is still a subject of active research and intense debate. The most prominent
hypotheses for the loss include electron leakage from the quantum wells [77],
defect-related mechanisms [78,79], or Auger recombination [80–83]. It is difficult
to distinguish the contribution by each source of loss experimentally and to
identify the precise microscopic mechanism responsible for the droop. Therefore,
insight gained from first-principles calculations can provide valuable input on the
importance of the various loss mechanisms and their effect on the efficiency of
nitride LEDs.

8.4.2 Auger Recombination

Auger recombination is one of the more plausible theories that have been put for-
ward as the cause of the efficiency droop. In the Auger process, an electron and a
hole recombine in a nonradiative manner, while the energy released by the recom-
bination is transferred via electron–electron scattering to a third carrier that gets
excited to a higher conduction band or lower valence band state (Figure 8.6). The
third carrier involved in the transition can either be an electron (electron–electron–
hole process) or a hole (hole–hole–electron). Since three carriers are involved
in each Auger recombination event, the overall recombination rate scales with
the third power of the free carrier density, RAuger = Cn3, and becomes dominant
at high injected current densities. On the other hand, the radiative recombina-
tion rate increases with the square of the free carrier density, Rrad = Bn2, while
Shockley–Read–Hall nonradiative recombination at defects depends linearly on

Energy

k

Energy

k

(a) (b)

Figure 8.6 Schematic illustration of Auger recombination of free carriers in semiconductors.
(a) During the direct Auger process, an electron and a hole recombine nonradiatively while
transferring the excess energy to a third carrier. (b) Indirect Auger recombination is a higher
order process that is assisted by a scattering mechanism, which provides additional momentum
and facilitates the energy transfer. Indirect Auger recombination is the dominant nonradiative
recombination mechanism in nitride LEDs at high power.
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the carrier concentration, RSRH = An. As a result, the internal quantum efficiency
ηIQE, defined as the ratio of emitted photons over total recombined electron–hole
pairs,

ηIQE = Rrad
RSRH + Rrad + RAuger

= Bn2

An + Bn2 + Cn3
, (8.3)

decreases at high injected carrier densities and explains the efficiency reduction
in Figure 8.5. The Auger mechanism was first proposed after photoluminescence
experiments showed that efficiency droop behavior described by equation (8.3)
occurs even for optically excited samples [80], excluding any carrier leakage
effects. The efficiency droop was subsequently observed for bulk GaN samples
[84], indicating that the mechanism for the droop is intrinsic to nitride materials
and not a consequence of the heterostructure. Experimentally measured values for
the Auger coefficient of InGaN are on the order of 10−31−10−30 cm6 s−1 and are
large enough to explain the observed efficiency droop in LEDs [75].
However, the significance of Auger recombination has been put into question

due to an apparent discrepancy between experiment and calculations. Theoretical
investigations that focused on the direct Auger recombination process (Figure 8.6a)
found an Auger coefficient of the order of 10−34 cm6 s−1 [85, 86]. This value is
three to four orders of magnitude smaller than the experimental results and cannot
account for the measurements. This is expected because the Auger coefficient of a
direct band-gap semiconductor decays exponentially with increasing band gap and
will therefore be small for wide band-gap materials such as the nitrides. Moreover,
the direct Auger recombination rate is very sensitive to temperature, a fact that is at
variance with experimental measurements [81]. These observations rule out direct
Auger recombination as the cause of the droop.
Higher order indirect Auger processes are also possible, however, and can poten-

tially be of importance in nitride materials. Indirect Auger recombination requires
the assistance of a microscopic carrier-scattering mechanism to provide additional
momentum and facilitate the Auger transition (Figure 8.6b). As a result, indirect
processes can become the dominant Auger recombination mechanism in wide
band-gap materials and can be strong enough to explain the efficiency droop. It is
therefore important to investigate these indirect Auger processes theoretically and
to evaluate their effect on LED performance.
Several carrier-scattering mechanisms can potentially be at work in nitride mate-

rials. One mechanism is the interaction of electrons and holes with lattice vibra-
tions. Electron–phonon coupling is a universal carrier-scattering mechanism in
every material and responsible for several well-known electronic phenomena such
as resistivity, superconductivity, and indirect optical absorption. This coupling is
particularly strong in the nitrides because of the ionic nature of the material as
well as the nature of the nitrogen valence orbitals. Since the 2p orbitals are the
innermost p orbitals of an atom, they feel the core potential almost unscreened and
are thus very sensitive to atomic vibrations [87]. Another scattering mechanism
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is alloy scattering, due to the disordered distribution of In and Ga atoms in the
InGaN quantum wells where carriers recombine in devices. Finally, the long-range
Coulomb potential of charged defects can scatter charge carriers and enable Auger
recombination.

8.4.3 Computational Methodology

First-principles calculations are a powerful set of computational tools that can
elucidate the impact of indirect Auger recombination on the performance of nitride
LEDs. These computational techniques allow explicit investigations ofmicroscopic
phenomena such as electron–phonon coupling and alloy scattering and their effect
on the Auger recombination rate. Moreover, Auger recombination in these wide
band-gap materials generates hot carriers at excited states that are very high in
energy and cannot be described with near-band-edge models such as the k · p
theory. First-principles methods, in contrast, can accurately provide the full band
structure throughout the Brillouin zone, and can readily describe these high-energy
states of interest. First-principles approaches are therefore a suitable and predictive
computational formalism for the description of indirect Auger recombination in
the nitride materials.
The transition probability rate for Auger recombination is calculated from

Fermi’s golden rule [88]:

RAuger = 2
2π

�

∑
1234

P |M1234|2 δ(ε1 + ε2 − ε3 − ε4),

where we used composite band and wave-vector indices i = (ni,ki), and P is a
statistics factor that ensures transitions are only allowed from occupied to empty
states,

P = f1 f2(1− f3)(1− f4),

where f1 is the Fermi–Dirac occupation number of state i . The perturbation Hamil-
tonian is the screened Coulomb interaction between charge carriers, and the matrix
elements involve a direct Md and an exchange Mx term (Figures 8.7a and b) to
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Figure 8.7 Electron–electron scattering diagrams for the (a) direct and (b) exchange terms
of direct Auger recombination. (c) One of the 16 diagrams involved in the phonon-assisted
Auger process.
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account for fermion exchange symmetry:

|M1234|2 = ∣∣Md
1234 − Mx

1234

∣∣2 + ∣∣Md
1234

∣∣2 + ∣∣Mx
1234

∣∣2 ,

where Md
1234 = Mx

1234 = ∫∫
ψ∗
1 (r1)ψ

∗
2 (r2)W (r1, r2)ψ3(r1)ψ4(r2)dr1dr2 are matrix

elements of the screened Coulomb interaction W. The band energies εi and wave-
functions ψi (r ) are readily calculated with DFT. The dielectric function and its
wave-vector dependence needed for W can be described with a model [89] or,
alternatively, can be calculated entirely from first principles within the RPA [20].
The transition rate equations for indirect Auger recombination are slightly mod-

ified to account for the additional phonon emission or absorption process. In this
case the probability rate is given by second-order Fermi’s golden rule:

RIndirectAuger = 2
2π

�

∑
1234;vq

(
nvq + 1

2
± 1

2

)
P

∣∣M̃1234;vq

∣∣2 δ(ε1 + ε2 − ε3 − ε4 ∓ �ωvq),

where nvq are the phonon Bose occupation numbers, �ωvq are the phonon frequen-
cies, and the upper or lower sign corresponds to phonon emission or absorption,
respectively. The perturbation matrix elements M̃1234;vq are also slightly modified
to account for the electron–phonon coupling interaction. The overall rate involves
16 terms to account for all possible orderings of electron–electron scattering and
electron–phonon coupling diagrams. For example, the matrix element that corre-
sponds to the diagram of Figure 8.7c is given by

M̃1234;vq =
∑
1′

g11′;v Md
1′234

ε1′ − ε1 ± �ωvq
,

where g11′;v is the electron–phonon coupling matrix element from state 1 to state
1′ by phonon mode v.

8.4.4 Results

First-principles calculations have been applied to determine the alloy-scattering-
assisted Auger recombination rate in InGaN alloys [90]. A common method to
study alloys is to employ the virtual crystal approximation, which models the alloy
potential as an interpolated average between the two pure phases. This approxi-
mation, however, ignores the effect of atomistic disorder that gives rise to alloy
scattering and enables Auger recombination. In order to capture these effects, cal-
culations need to explicitly model the composition fluctuations and randomness of
the alloy on the atomic scale. This can be accomplished with quasi-random alloy
crystal structures, which are periodic alloy supercells of the desired composition
with an atomic distribution that has been optimized to reproduce the short-range
correlation function of the fully random alloy [91]. The calculations were done
for the 32-atom structure of 25% composition and interpolated for other alloy
configurations by considering the dependence of the alloy-scattering potential on
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Figure 8.8 Indirect Auger recombination coefficients for the electron–electron–hole (Cn) and
hole–hole–electron (Cp) processes due to electron–phonon coupling and alloy scattering as a
function of the InGaN alloy band gap.

composition, V 2 ∝ x(1− x) [88]. Alloy scattering was found to have a signifi-
cant effect on Auger recombination. The calculated Auger coefficients shown in
Figure 8.8 are significantly enhanced compared to the direct Auger process and
increase for increasing In mole fraction.
Phonon-assisted Auger recombination has also been studied with first-principles

methods and can account for the efficiency droop of nitride LEDs [90]. The vibra-
tional parameters, such as the phonon frequencies and electron–phonon coupling
matrix elements, can be calculated with density functional perturbation theory for
arbitrary phonon wave vectors in the first Brillouin zone [92]. The electron wave-
functions and energies were calculated for GaN with DFT and the LDA functional.
The LDA energy eigenvalues were corrected with a scissors shift that was adjusted
to account for varying In mole fractions and to model various alloy compositions.
The calculated phonon-assisted Auger coefficients are shown in Figure 8.8. The
values for the phonon-assisted case are also strongly enhanced compared to direct
Auger recombination and can explain the experimentally measured values from
droop experiments. Moreover, the corresponding Auger coefficients increase for
higher In content and for increasing temperature, since more phonons are present
at elevated temperatures. Phonon-assisted Auger is also possible even at absolute
zero temperature because of the phonon-emission processes.
It is informative to examine which vibrational modes are the ones that primarily

contribute to phonon-assisted Auger recombination. Group III nitrides are ionic
materials, for which the longitudinal-optical (LO) modes are known to be strongly
coupled to charge carriers [88]. However, an analysis of the contribution of the
various modes to the Auger coefficient reveals that they are not the dominant ones.
Significant contributions arise from the acoustic as well as the other optical phonon
modes. This is to be expected because phonon-assisted Auger recombination for
these wide band-gap materials excites charge carriers to higher electronic states,
which happen to be near the edges of the Brillouin zone. These transitions involve
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scattering by short-range phonons. Although the LO phonons are indeed strongly
coupled to electrons, they are so only for long-range scattering, while for short-
range scattering all the phonon modes are important. Therefore, a first-principles
analysis that accounts for short-range phonon effects is needed to properly describe
phonon-assisted Auger for the nitrides.
Scattering by charged defects can also enable indirect Auger recombination,

but the resulting values (assuming realistic defect concentrations) are much weaker
than those due to electron–phonon coupling or alloy scattering [90]. The interaction
of carriers with charged defects can be modeled with a screened Coulomb poten-
tial that accounts for dielectric screening by the bulk material as well as metallic
screening by the free carriers [88]. However, the calculated charged defect-assisted
Auger coefficient values are weak and become significant only for high defect con-
centrations, of the order of 1020 cm−3, which are not encountered in actual devices.
This kind of indirect Auger process can therefore be ruled out as a significant
source of energy loss in LEDs.
The cumulative Auger recombination coefficient is plotted in Figure 8.8. The

overall value ranges from 1.5 × 10−31 cm6 s−1 for violet devices to 3.0 ×
10−31 cm6 s−1 for green and is consistent with the experimentally measured range
of values. This first-principles result provides evidence that indirect Auger recom-
bination assisted by alloy disorder and electron–phonon scattering is the primary
LED efficiency loss mechanism at high power. This finding also suggests strategies
to mitigate the impact of Auger recombination on devices. Since Auger is an intrin-
sic loss mechanism, it is hard to eliminate entirely. However, the device efficiency
can improve if the carrier density in the quantum wells is kept as low as possible.
This can be achieved by either growing thicker quantum wells or using a larger
number of them and spreading the charge carriers over a larger volume. Another
approach is to employ nonpolar or semipolar growth directions and eliminate or
reduce the polarization fields that keep electrons and holes apart inside the quantum
wells. This will enhance the overall recombination rate and reduce the steady-state
carrier density in the quantum wells.

8.5 Summary

We discussed recent developments in first-principles computational methods for
the study of nitride materials employed for solid-state lighting. We also presented
examples that showed the wide range of applications of first-principles calculations
in this field, ranging from the basic structural and electronic properties of the
nitride materials to the effects of strain, defects, and nonradiative recombination
on the optoelectronic device performance. First-principles methods are, therefore,
a powerful explanatory and predictive computational tool that can assist and guide
the experimental development of efficient solid-state optoelectronic devices and
can help reduce the impact of general lighting on the world’s energy resources.
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